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NOTE: WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THE READER TO GO THROUGH THE SECTION TITLED  “DIS-
CLAIMER OF LIABILITY” COMPLETELY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO READ THE OTHER CON-
TENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER ISSUED BY AGRONIUM.

Any kind of information, predictions, assumptions, and statistics represented in this 
whitepaper are completely for GENERAL PURPOSES. It is advised that the information 
accommodated in this whitepaper cannot be understood as a �nancial, legal, or advisory 
council. This whitepaper does not lead to an INVITATION TO INVEST and does not orga-
nize or promote any type of contractual obligation. If you come across any queries or 
doubts, we recommend that you seek assistance from an attorney, accountant, or any 
other deemed �duciary of your choice. Any reference to external resources or third-party 
material in the whitepaper is provided for representational purposes only and cannot be 
understood as any form of approval or endorsement of their information or estimations. 

By reading this whitepaper, you agree to absolve AGRONIUM of any responsibility for any 
damages arising directly or indirectly from relying on any information provided in this 
document. Regarding more queries about legislation and regulations concerning crypto 
currency, we highly recommend that you seek counsel from quali�ed professionals and 
your attorney, accountant, or trusted �duciary. 
When drafting this whitepaper, the utmost care and diligence were exercised to ensure 
the integrity of the facts and statements mentioned in the document. 

By reviewing and seeking information about AGRONIUM, the reviewer confesses that 
they have read, understood, agreed, and embraced all the terms and conditions men-
tioned in the section labeled “DISCLAIMER.”

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY



Since the internet's inception, the options it has provided have been limitless. The Inter-
net brings education to the most remote parts of the globe, boosts companies, Sends 
messages to loved ones in a fraction of a second, and puts the entire world in your hands. 
However, with greatness comes great responsilibities, once Agronium achieve its goals, 
many community members will have the opportunity to achieve their own goals with 
their own community. Centralization comes with all-new technical advancements. The 
intermediaries and �nancial institutions kept track of every transaction. With the arrival 
of blockchain technology, all of this was wiped.

The qualities of decentralized peer-to-peer transactions came forward, which gave birth 
to the "Blockchain," mostly according to the whitepaper issued by the pseudonymous" 
Satoshi Nakamoto" concerning the creation of a cryptocurrency known as "Bitcoin." 
Blockchain is a decentralized technology that is a digital ledger that records every trans-
action involving physical or digital assets that occurs in a decentralized network and is 
available to cross-check for integrity at any moment. The blockchain's unhackability and 
immutability have propelled it to where it is now. Blockchain is quietly but steadily 
making its way into our daily lives.

One of the greatest applications of blockchain is cryptocurrency. These new-age digital 
assets have transformed the conventional �nancial sector and have proved that decen-
tralization is the future. This cutting-edge technology has seized the attention of �ntech 
enthusiasts worldwide, and they have already started to adopt cryptocurrencies. Accord-
ing to CoinMarketCap, the total market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies is more than 
$1.89 trillion USD. Also, their use-cases are increasing day after day to make them reach 
new heights.

AGRONIUM is a phenomenal initiative that is conceived to leverage the advantages of 
cryptocurrency. It works with a vision to help people use crypto assets in their routine 
lives, “the everyday crypto,” to meet their daily needs and requirements. AGRONIUM 
strongly believes these AGRONIUM “Agro-Cypto” assets have the potential to change the 
world In the way day-to-day transactions are done and pave the way to global �nancial 
equality and economic development.

ABSTRACT



AGRONIUM - AN INTRODUCTION

“We put the meaning of ACTION into transaction”
AGRONIUM is a blockchain-based project that yearns to help people all across the world use cryp-
tocurrencies to lead their new-normal lives. Our path began with a desire to help businesses con-
nect with customers in an easy, a�ordable, and environmentally sustainable manner. We are 
backed by an adept crew who are always passionate about blockchain and cryptocurrency. It is 
this passion that has made us stand here with a strong determination to help people adapt to 
cryptocurrencies.

The operation of AGRONIUM is further strengthened by our native utility coin, AGRONIUM. It is a
BEP-20 standard token built on the robust Binance Smart Chain network. The platform makes the 
best use of the network, including higher throughput rate, ultra-fast transactions, lower gas fees, 
etc.

AGRONIUM �rmly trusts that every individual on this mother Earth has the right to make a digital 
transaction. The world is asking for a brand-new cryptocurrency that is secure, easy to use, and 
the one that is globally accepted. The world is asking for an everyday crypto that should be fast 
and, at the same time, a�ordable. To turn their dreams into reality, AGRONIUM has created the 
AGRONIUM coin.

AGRONIUM makes it easy to securely connect people to businesses, products, and services. We 
are the preferred choice for everyday and major purchases. Cardholders of the AGRONIUM 
Universe Mastercard Crypto card and users of the AGRONIUM wallet mobile app give everyone 
the opportunity to participate in a contactless transaction society.

When individuals or organizations come forward to do business by accepting cryptocurrency as a 
payment mode, it makes the world a better place as the utmost transparency, immutability, and 
security are ensured by the blockchain. AGRONIUM will collaborate with real-world merchants to 
increase the utility of the AGRONIUM coin. To be precise, AGRONIUM coin endeavors to make 
global commerce secure, fast, a�ordable, and most importantly, user-friendly.



We envision an agriculture enterprise that embraces innovation, technology, and best 
practices to maximize e�ciency and foster a sustainable future. We strive to provide the 
best quality and sustainable practices to cultivate nutritious food and products while 
safeguarding the environment and natural resources while using our token as an express 
medium of exchange. Our commitment to the land, our community, and the health of 
our people and livestock is paramount to our success. As an agro-crypto community, 
we’re dedicated to protection and stewardship, through environmental conservation 
and preservation, simultaneous with economic growth with the infusion of our native 
utility currency AGRONIUM coin.

 

Our mission is to empower small farmers, women and youths to produce healthy, nutri-
tious crops for their local communities and also for the globe. We aim to create sustain-
able initiatives and long-term partnerships with our farmers; providing constant support 
and assistance, �nancially and technically. Through our farm vision, we remain devoted 
to sustaining the land and integrity of farming production, while also pushing the 
boundaries of agricultural practices for increased productivity and e�ciency. To have 
everyone adopt AGRONIUM coin as the means of exchange for all transactions globally.

VISION

MISSION



Goal
To ensure food security, poverty alleviation and to generate employment opportunities 
through achieving higher growth rate and �nancial freedom through opportunities 
suurounding AGRONIUM coin (our utitilty token) in this vital sector of the economy.

Objectives
- To ensure food security and improve the living standards of small farmers through 

increased production and employment generation.
- To pursue agricultural development on sustainable basis.
- To facilitate value addition for exportable products.
- To reduce de�cit in crop production through variety improvement.
- To convert natural resources into viable business enterprises through scienti�c, tech-

nical, public private partnership and marketing support.

 

- Respect and value for local knowledge and innovations
- Value for the environment and ecosystems
- Professional, e�ective and informed by relevant science
- Creative, �exible and innovative
- Sensitive to gender
- Quality, equality and ethics
- Passion

Goal & Objectives

Our Values



AGRONIUM will partner with other platforms globally to integrate our token as a means 
of exchange for value (Products and Services).

AGRONIUM partners with  THE NEXT AGROPRENEUR LLC (TNA) to give amazing invest-
ment opportunities to everyone who desires to farm but has always found it di�cult to 
do so, with this system you can Invest in our farming programs and also buy a part of our 
company dividends in forms of NFT.

See our website (https://agroniumcoin.com/) for investment o�ers

AGRONIUM Partners with TNA in reaching out to Farmers through our Agropreneur Farm 
inpit Scheme (AFIS) by giving them farm inputs and in return we buy back the farm pro-
duce (Crops and Livestock) from all bene�ciaries of the program after harvest. These farm 
produce are processed and sent into the market as �nished products to generate reve-
nue. This system ensures sustained supply of Farm Produce at all times.

AGRONIUM Partners with TNA in reaching out to the less privileges through our Agropre-
neur Women Empowerment Program (AWEP) by setting up farms for all bene�ciaries 
(women and youths) and also send creating marketing opportunities for them to enable 
them grow through our robust sustainable Value-Chain network, this system also helps 
generate revenue for Us because we serve as an intermediary bridging the gap between 
the AWEP Bene�ciaries and the �nal consumers.

AGRONIUM Will launch other utility tokens that will be backed up with Real-time invest-
ments. This is futuristic

AGRONIUM Will launch a metaverse where holders can buy virtual properties build com-
munities and generate revenues. This is futuristic.

AGRONIUM COIN Will be listed on top and middle tier cryptocurrency exchange plat-
forms to give the Coin better visibility and also give our holders great user experience

OUR MANDATE

OUTPUT



Global Platforms - Any entity who is into business legitimately that is into �nancial 
exchange for value.

The Next Agropreneur LLC (Our Mother Company) - A pragmatic Agricultural Company 
with over 15 years of experience in Agriculture based in Africa and spreading into the 
whole world (Owned by the Founder/CEO of AGRONIUM). All assets and investments of 
TNA are fully backing AGRONIUM COIN.

Agropreneur Farm inpit Scheme (AFIS) - This project is powered by AGRONIUM through 
TNA, here we reach out to all farmers that lack the means to maintain or upscale their 
production. The AFIS project provides farmers with Non-GMO seeds/Seedlings, 
agro-chemicals, organic fertilizers, consultancy and mentoring to help bene�ciaries suc-
ceed, here we take away the Hassels surrounding the area of trying to sell their produce 
without the bargaining power. Do you have the space, time and the will? This is for you!

Agropreneur Women empowerment Program (AWEP) - A humanitarian arm being sus-
tained by AGRONIUM and TNA to reach our to the less privileged, this is our own way of 
giving back to the society.

Other Utility Tokens - These are tokens that will be coming o� the back of our  AGRONI-
UM coin in the future, they will be backed by Real-Time investments.

Metaverse - The metaverse is a vision of what many in the computer industry believe is 
the next iteration of the internet: a single, shared, immersive, persistent, 3D virtual space 
where humans experience life in ways they could not in the physical world, make money 
and at the same �nd ful�lment

Cryptocurrency Exchange Platforms - Platforms where you can buy and sell di�erent 
types of crypto.

KEYWORD



Acknowledging the increase in Discretionary Consumption

The growth of technology has been tremendous in the last decade and we know that the 
markets are booming rapidly to meet the economic growth in the developing nations. 
These emerging markets have shook hands with the people to uplift them �nancially 
and made them reach one step ahead in their �nancial status. This made a lot of  “Middle 
Class” debutants in recent times. Therefore discretionary consumption is in greater 
demand for quality goods/services. According to the reports, the emerging markets of 
annual consumption are anticipated to grow by $30 trillion by 2025.

AGRONIUM tries to capitalize on this market advantage as it Is a key opportunity for the 
platform to make the vision of “the everyday crypto” into reality.

THE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES FOR AGRONIUM



The source from “Cryptocurrencies in Retail: Consumer Adoption Report 2021” reveals 
that nearly 63% of the shoppers show a big thumbs up for using crypto assets for their-
shopping. The total global share of consumers who shopped online in 2020 is given 
below.

The global e-commerce market size amounted to $10.36 trillion USD in 2020. Analysts 
expect the market size to grow steadily at a CAGR of nearly 15% to reach $27.15 trillion 
USD by 2027. Retail online shopping, which has emerged as the most popular activity-
worldwide, accounts for over half of the worldwide e-commerce market size. The global
retail e-commerce market size between 2014 and 2024 is attached below.

GLOBAL E-COMMERCE MARKETPLACE

Global Average 
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Smartphones are now inevitable when it comes to shopping. Online shopping through 
mobile phones has signi�cantly increased as they provide an extreme level of comfort. 
Users, by just sitting under their roof, can place orders anywhere around the world within 
a few clicks without any trouble. The sources from Statista reveal that, of the total 
volume, nearly 72.9% of e-commerce was generated via mobile commerce in 2021. The
growth in smartphone penetration reached 78.05% in 2020. While the average order 
value of e-commerce orders via smartphones is still low, global e-commerce is steadily 
increasing because of mobile e-commerce sales.

According to DeFi Pulse, the total value locked in decentralized �nance is $75.12 billion 
as of April 2022. How colossal is this value? This clearly depicts that crypto adoption is 
having a positive trend and there is no doubt that it will soon create new records. The 
primary reason why the DeFi sector is rapidly growing is that many traditional �nancial 
systems are slow and antiquated. DeFi, on the other hand, is powered by Blockchain and, 
as a peer-to-peer (P2P) system, it is not governed or controlled by any centralized institu-
tion such as a bank.

Cutting out intermediaries greatly reduces transaction costs, making it an a�ordable 
model for exchange, lending and borrowing, and �nancial banking services. Besides, 
transactions are secure because peers only engage algorithmically in a safe environment 
powered by blockchain

DECENTRALIZED FINANCE:



"Bringing Tangible Hope To The People"

As discussed above, AGRONIUM is the indigenous coin of the AGRONIUM platform. It is a 
BEP-20 standard token built on the robust Binance Smart Chain network. AGRONIUM will 
serve as a collateralized token that facilitates cryptocurrency payments on the network. 
AGRONIUM coin users can stake their AGC to collateralize every payment on the plat-
form, enabling immediate and transparent transactions worldwide. Collateralizing cryp-
tocurrency payments is AGRONIUM coin’s long-term solution for making virtual curren-
cies spendable everywhere.

AGRONIUM COIN (AGC) will also facilitate transactions on our Agro-Crypto Investment 
platform. In this regard, the platform will levy a minimal fee on users who buy or sell 
virtual currencies. Unlike other platforms that have high transaction fees, AGRONIUM will 
ensure only a small fee. AGC will also help validators who successfully verify transactions 
and commit blocks to earn revenue. To allow users to spend digital currencies that are 
meaningful to them, we will implement AGRONIUM as a �xed-supply BEP-20 token. It 
will stay as an imperative mode of payment in the whole ecosystem.

 AGRONIUM - The Native Utility Coin:



GOVERNANCE PROTOCOL:

AGRONIUM platform o�ers governance attributes to its users, and AGRONIUM is the gov-
ernance token that allows holders to contribute directly for the growth of the AGRONI-
UM ecosystem.

The governance issuance makes the platform a community-driven platform that sup-
ports the tremendous improvement of the project with the continuous e�orts and deci-
sions of the holders.
This right is o�ered to the user based on their contribution and performance in the 
AGRONIUM ecosystem. All their activities on the platform will be monitored regularly. 
When a governance holder exits the system, he/she must pay the exit fee and their 
tokens will be burnt. A part of this fee will also be distributed to other governance hold-
ers. The following are the privileges o�ered to users:

Transaction Fee: Owning a governance token will enable anyone on the platform to 
decide the transaction fee through their votes.

Voting Rights: Generally, all governance holders can vote to support and decide AGRONI-
UM's �nancial as well as other important parameters to uplift the project in the long-run.

Rewards & Airdrops: The platform will provide exciting rewards to the governance hold-
ers, and they will also gain access to exclusive airdrops regularly.



Blockchain Technology

TECH STACK BEHIND AGRONIUM 

 
Using the magni�cent prowess of the decentralized peer-to-peer network without the 
involvement of intermediaries, “Satoshi Nakamoto” published the whitepaper “Bitcoin”-
from which the terminology, Blockchain, was created. It helps always staying one step 
ahead of the centralized system in eradicating the chained hierarchy and single point of
concentration.

Blockchain is a digital ledger that records all the information regarding any asset on the
blockchain network. The immutable ledger and its unhackable nature resulted in 
itsboom and helped society in the removal of intermediaries. While blockchain's in�u-
ence on cryptocurrencies is undeniable, this game-changing technology isn't limited to 
the �nancial sector. Blockchain technology is very �exible, having applications across a 
wide range of sectors, given our society's reliance on technology.

Blockchain slowly but surely has integrated with every aspect of society such as:

Agriculture Technology Health Care Real Estate

Sports MusicArtsEntertainment



Binance Smart Chain is one of the most dynamic and promising blockchain networks, 
allowing users to complete transactions more quickly and for less cost. It is the most 
e�ective way to cope with network congestion and rising gas prices. It's a nice place to 
start if you're working on DApps or other DeFi protocols. It makes considerable use of 
smart contracts to automate the process. It's a set of pre-programmed instructions that, 
when speci�c conditions are met, carry out the task automatically.

The following are the highlights of the Binance Smart Chain network.

Standalone Network:
Even if Binance Chain goes down, Binance Smart Chain does not get a�ected. BSC is an 
entirely independent blockchain network.

Ethereum Compatible:
The network is built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, and dApps built on the Ethereum 
can be easily ported to the BSC without any complications.

Proof of Staked Authority:
PoSA is the consensus mechanism followed by BSC, which facilitates users to have faster
transactions comparatively.

High Performance:
Being a smart contract-enabled platform, BSC processes the transaction with a shorter 
block time. This tremendously increases the network’s performance.

Self-Sovereign Network:
It o�ers participants in its ecosystem with robust security measures. The data cannot be 
forged or tampered. 



Token Details:

TOKEN NAME    AGRONIUM

TOKEN SYMBOL   AGC

TOKEN TYPE    BEP-20

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY  100 MILLION

DECIMAL SUPPORT   18

MINTABLE    NO

BURNABLE    YES

TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Public Sale Liquidity CEX Lis�ng Marke�ng Staking Airdrops Burn

Vesting schedule, as per token allocation
Stage   Allocation  Tokens(M)  Listing Release  Vesting  Monthly Release
Public Sale
Liquidity
CEX Listing
Marketing
Staking
Airdrops
Burn

31%
14%
10%
12%
10%
3%
20%

31
14
10
12
10
3
20

100%
100%
100%
100%
10%
20%
-

-
-
-
-
-

12
12

-
-
-
-
20%
10%
33.3%



BLOCKCHAIN

AGRONIUM utilizes the cutting-edge technology of blockchain to power and store the 
transactions. This is because blockchain’s powerful consensus mechanisms will make 
sure of adding valid blocks to the chain and ensure transparency, immutability, and secu-
rity. The detailed explanation is provided in the tech stack section. 



AGRONIUM tries its best to leverage the technology behind NFTs by launching its own 
NFT marketplace in the future. The marketplace permits users to purchase, sell, trade, 
mint and hold NFTs e�ortlessly without any complexities. It is the best-suited platform 
for NFTs admirers to have a branded and rare collection of NFTs, as these NFTs add 
unique value to their collections.

Having Agrocentric, ancient Afrocentric and other NFTs in one of their primary ecosys-
tems, users can transfer their assets to the AGRONIUM NFT marketplace and trade them 
easily across NFT enthusiasts worldwide. To be precise, the platform bestows a seamless 
and hassle-free NFT trading experience to users. The marketplace will have best-in-class 
features, such as a fascinating storefront, �lter and sort option, easy listing process, 
built-in wallet, and enhanced user interface. Through this marketplace, we will be able to 
provide participants with an immutable ownership right for the assets they hold. Also, 
the AGRONIUM token will be used as a payment mode for paying trading fees, listing 
fees, minting fees, and other miscellaneous fees.

NFT MARKETPLACE



ROAD MAP

START

- Idea Generation
- Market Research
- Concept Building
- Brand Survey
- Development Research
- Team Building
- Brand Awareness & Marketing 

Component Research.
- Cost Anaylsis

- Fair Launch
- Marketing
- Coingecko & CMC Listing
- Team Growth
- NFT Market Place

Q1(2024)
AGC TOKEN LAUNCH 
& PLATFORMS

- Team Growth
- Exchange Listing
- Launch Agronium Sustability 

Coin (ASC)
- Launch ASC Presale
- Partnership with Influencers

Q2(2024)
BUILDING 

- Team Growth
- Setup AGC Farms & 

Value-chain Processing 
Globally

- ASC Fair Launch
- Marketing
- Coingecko & CMC Listing 

(ASC)

Q3(2024)
EXPANSION

- Team Growth
- Become a Household Name 

Globally.

Q1(2025)
DOMINANCE

- Team Growth
- Consolidating on all existing 

Businesses. i.e. AGC, Our 
NFTs, ASC, Agronium Farms 
& Value-chain Processing

- Marketing
- Coingecko & CMC Listing 

(ASC)

Q4(2024)
CONSOLIDATION

- Website Development
- Coin Minting
- Community Setup (Social 

Media)
- Community Building
- Launch Whitepaper v1.0
- Launch Presale
- Airdrop & Reward Pool
- Launch Afflilate
- Marketing 
- Smart Contract
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